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BOOK NOTICE
KATHRYN MAUZ. 2018. C. G. Pringle: Botanist, Traveler, and the “Flora of the Pacific Slope” (1881–1884).
(ISBN-13: 978-0-89327-556-3, hbk). New York Botanical Garden Press, 2900 Southern Boulevard,
Bronx, New York 10458-5126, U.S.A. (Orders: www.nybgpress.org). $129.99 US, 759 pp., 67 halftones,
7" × 10".
From the Publisher: As one of the premier plant collectors in North America during the late nineteenth century,
the work of Cyrus Guernsey Pringle (1838–1911) was, and remains, outstanding. Far from emerging from
nowhere, his illustrious career grew over the span of a decade from his earlier work in horticulture. This book
first considers those years, including Pringle’s contributions to three scientific efforts of national scope—the
1876 Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition, the 1880 census of American forests, and the Jesup Collection of
North American Woods—in detail. Each opportunity was critical not only to his developing expertise in field
botany, but to expanding his network of scientific colleagues.
From that point forward, this volume is devoted to documenting the travels and discoveries Pringle made
in the western United States and northwestern Mexico—the Pacific Slope—between 1881 and 1884. His
itinerary is recorded by more than 2700 plant specimens, supplemented by contemporary accounts, correspondence among more than twenty of his friends and other scientists, as well as other primary sources.
Illustrations are carefully chosen to represent the places, the plants, and this time period that was formative
both for Pringle and for American botany; among them is a never before published series of photographs that
Pringle took himself in 1884 in the deserts of Arizona and Sonora. Complementing the story are appendices
listing the plant species and specimens that Pringle collected, along with a series of historical maps showing
the routes and localities that he visited.
The circumstances of Pringle’s early life, the professional opportunities that he enjoyed, and the very timing of his work created a trajectory not common to other collectors. Pringle was not given to self-promotion,
however, and was reluctant to publish autobiographical accounts or even to record his travels for posterity.
While his later work in Mexico is best known, the story of Pringle’s early career and all that he accomplished in
the western states has not been written before now. This is a book that Pringle could have published had he
chosen to, but one that benefits from the perspective of more than a century since his work in the region.
The author is to be congratulated for researching and giving us this remarkable account and tribute to Cyrus
Guernsey Pringle. The iconic photographs from the late 1800s are fantastic and silently tell of Pringle’s botanical achievements. If you like history, particularly botanical exploration and history, then you will want a copy
for your personal library.—Barney Lipscomb, Botanical Research Institute of Texas, Fort Worth, Texas, U.S.A.
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